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TRIP DOSSIER
Namibia: Lodge & Camping Safari (NAM)
(20 DAYS LAND ONLY)
Updated 18/08/2005
This varied itinerary has been specifically designed for small groups of individuals who want to see as much as
possible without missing out on the excitement that travel in Africa can bring and of course includes areas of
special interest and plenty of walking. The safari is lodge based combined with some camping and as such we can
enjoy the richness of Namibia’s peoples, their culture, the vast and contrasting landscapes and Namibia’s most
impressive wildlife; happy in the knowledge that there will be a bed waiting for us at the end of the day or the even
a star bangled night sky surrounding the camp fire!
Namibia is developing an excellent reputation as one of the finest places to see game in Africa. Three days will be
spent in the incredible Etosha National Park. We will also experience the grandeur of Fish River Canyon, as well as
Old World Swakopmund on the Atlantic seaboard and we will travel via the dramatic Kalahari and visit the seal
colony at Cape Cross.
Grading: Anyone in good health should be
able to take part. There is no physical
difficulty involved and any walks are optional.
NB: Although it is our intention to operate
this itinerary as printed in the brochure and
detailed below, it may be necessary to make
some changes as a result of alterations to
flight/boat/train schedules, climatic
conditions, or other operational factors. As a
consequence, the order or location of
overnight stops may vary from those
outlined.
Included meals are indicated in the daily
itinerary (i.e. BLD - Breakfast, Lunch, and
Dinner).

Day 1: Windhoek
Arrive in Windhoek. We will drive to our
lodge and settle in. The afternoon will be free
to explore the game lodge although there
may be an optional Game drive with leopard
and cheetah feeding available.
Lodge; 1 night

Day 2: Hardap Dam
We depart Windhoek driving south. Later in
the day we arrive at Hardap Dam a huge
expanse of water providing a dramatic
contrast to the arid surroundings we have
travelled through so far. We overnight in
comfortable bungalows close to the dam and
some shady camel-thorn trees.
Lodge with multi-share bungalows, shared
bathrooms, kitchen, braai area and air
conditioning; 1 night (BL)

Day 3 & 4: Fish River Canyon
Our first stop this morning is Namibia’s
renowned Quiver forest. Although they give
the impression of being trees, these giant
plants are actually a member of the Aloe
family and, somewhat uniquely, grow
together in a large group just north of the
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town of Keetmanshoop. Just a few
kilometres further down the road we
encounter the endearingly named Giants
Playground – a startling landscape of
curiously eroded rocks, precariously
balanced one on top of the other. Our drive
this afternoon takes us to the edge of the
second largest canyon in Africa. Often
compared to the Grand Canyon, it is a
161km long, 27km wide ravine with a
maximum depth of 550m. The canyon’s
viewpoint is spectacular: from this look-out
the gorge falls away in a sheer drop down to
the meandering Fish River below. In the
afternoon we can explore the area on foot
and enjoy the splendid views of this grand,
sombre and immensely powerful natural
phenomenon. We explore this unique
landscape the second day through bird
watching and walks.
An optional flight over the canyon may also
be possible
Lodge with double cabin-style rooms; 2 nights
(BL)

Day 5: Luderitz
We will drive west after an early breakfast to
the old diamond town of Luderitz. This
almost surreal living relic of the German
Colonial era is a typical German style town
huddling on the barren, windswept coast of
the Namib Desert and almost untouched by
st
the 21 century. The Bremen’s merchant,
Adolf Luderitz, who persuaded Bismarck to
place Southwest Africa under German
'protection’ in 1884, founded it.
Lodge; 2 nights (BL)

Day 6: Luderitz
Today you are free to explore the town on
your own. It has everything you would expect
of a small German town, from delicatessens
to coffee shops and Lutheran churches.

Some excellent historical displays can be
seen when visiting the Luderitz museum and
definitely worth visiting is the diamond-mining
ghost town of Kolmanskop. If you love the
ocean you can take a cruise on a schooner
to visit the nearby islands. All activities are
optional and your tour guide will assist you
planning and booking any activities available.

Day 7: Duwizib Castle
We leave the Atlantic Ocean behind and
venture north into the breathtaking landscape
of the Namib. We set up camp under some
shady thorn trees and visit the old German
Castle in the afternoon. The evening is
spent watching the clear Namib sky with all
the star constellations while we listen to the
sounds of the nightlife.
Camping; 1 night (BLD)

Day 8: Sesriem
We drive north today. The scenery changes
throughout the day as we leave the
seemingly-endless lunar landscape of the
Namib Desert, whose horizon is studded with
massive granite kopjes, and enter an area of
mountain desert which then gives way to
dunes. Unbelievably, this beautiful but
waterless environment is home to many
different animals and birds. Although no rain
falls, thick sea mists, which can penetrate
over 100 kilometres inland, help to sustain a
remarkable variety of life. Our destination is
in the Sesriem area, gateway to the highest
sand dunes in the world. Our campsite is
situated between the escarpment and the
Desert. Sunsets here are fantastic, and
nightfall brings the emergence of a billion
stars in the clear skies of the desert.
Campsite; 2 nights (BLD)
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Day 9: Sosussvlei & Sesriem

Day 12: To Twyfelfontein

Day 15: Etosha National Park (Halali)

Rising early, we drive to the heart of the
desert to witness an incredible sight. In the
morning light the desert flushes with colour
that deepens and changes as the sun’s rays
strike the quartz sand from an ever-higher
angle throughout the early morning. The
spectacle is breath taking. The endless
expanse of legendary 'walking dunes' sculpted by the wind - has to be seen to be
believed. Far from all looking alike, dunes of
different areas have distinctive shapes and
characteristics. We walk with a specialist
local guide to learn about the curious
mechanics of this unstable landscape and
discover the natural world living within and
around it (Optional).

Today we drive to Twyfelfontein. In the late
afternoon we set up our bush camp in the
fascinating area of Twyfelfontein, we visit an
ancient Bushman site to see rock engravings
carved into petrified sand dunes (optional).
Over 2,500 petroglyphs, some of which date
back over 6,000 years to the early Stone
Age, depict a variety of animals, including
some no longer found in the region. We walk
with a local guide to see the finest examples;
it’s easy to imagine how life must have been
thousands of years ago (optional).

Today we do a game drive, heading east and
soon it is time for lunch at Halali set in a
unique area of rocky limestone outcrop. We
rest for a few hours, have a refreshing swim
and then carry on to do a game drive.

At the end of an ancient river course lays
Sossusvlei, a clay pan set amidst red dunes
where we keep a sharp lookout for the
striking gemsbok. It's well worth climbing to
the top of one of the 300-metre high dunes
(reputedly the highest on earth) for the view.
Equally impressive are the silence and the
tremendous sense of isolation. The heat
forces us out of the desert and back to
Sesriem where we have lunch and rest until
late afternoon when we visit Sesriem Gorge,
a wonderland of rock formation where the
desert floor has been cut by the force of
water.
(BLD)

(BLD)

Day 13: Etosha NP, Okaukuejo
We drive through picturesque farm country to
Damaraland and its capital, Khorixas. We
may stop en route at a petrified forest where
trees date back 260 million years and you
can see the prehistoric Welwitschia mirabilis,
a plant which has mysteriously adapted to
life in the desert with such success that it
lives for over a thousand years! Heading off
across Etosha, more and more animals and
birds appear. We carry on to the western
camp at Okaukuejo. Once the site of another
fort, it's now the administrative headquarters
of the Park and the views at sunset from the
top of its circular tower are renowned, indeed
it's possible to see as far as the
unpronounceable Ondundozonananandana
Mountains. However, the highlight of our first
night in Etosha is an evening spent at the
waterhole, where we have an excellent
chance of viewing the rare Black Rhino and
other animals not usually seen by day.
The accommodation consists of Multi-share
bungalows with shared bathrooms, kitchen, BBQ
area and air conditioning. Some are very close to
the floodlit waterhole so you can watch from the
patio 2 nights (BLD.

Day 14: Etosha National park
Day 10: Swakopmund
We travel through the Namib landscape
where we might see some arid mammals
and stop to explore on foot. Finally we reach
Swakopmund, Namibia's second largest city,
where we may glimpse flamingo and pelican.
The afternoon will be free to explore this old
German town and tonight we will have the
opportunity to dine in a restaurant where we
can savour fresh seafood from the Atlantic,
and Black Forest gateau! For any that have
missed the trappings of city life, there is even
a casino!
Pension / hotel; 2 nights (B)

Day 11: Swakopmund
Today is all optional excursions. From
visiting the lunar landscape to welwitsia
misrabeles, seal colony or Walvis Bay or
doing sand surfing on the roaring dunes.
Options: We follow the Atlantic Ocean and
stop to visit Cape Cross Seal Reserve, which
protects up to 100,000 Cape Fur Seals (a
species of sea lion). We head north along
the Skeleton Coast - this treacherous, rocky
coastline was named by mariners who saw
many vessels meet their end on its
inhospitable shores

Early in the morning, after a quick breakfast,
we'll go in search of a multitude of animals
and birds. At the park’s heart is the
enormous Etosha Pan, a shallow, salty
depression that once may have been a
lakebed, but now only fills with shallow water
in exceptionally wet years. Around its
perimeter numerous perennial waterholes
attract great concentrations of wildlife. Four
endangered species live here: Black
Rhinoceros, Black-faced Impala, Hartmann’s
Mountain Zebra and the tiny Damara Dik-dik.
Returning to camp for the heat of the day, we
spend the afternoon relaxing in the shade or
at the waterhole. As it begins to cool off we
head out again to add to our growing list of
species spotted: elephant, giraffe, zebra,
springbok, Blue Wildebeest, Red Hartebeest,
gemsbok, kudu, eland, plus the carnivores:
lion, cheetah, possibly leopard, Spotted and
Brown Hyena, and Black-backed jackal. The
long bird list includes more than 320 species
- from ostrich and flamingo to the rare
Wahlberg's Eagle, and the Klaas' Cuckoo. In
the evening we can have a hot shower and
relax at the waterhole. It is always a treat to
watch sunset from the tower of the old fort
and enjoy supper under the stars.

Lodge; 1 night (BLD)

Day 16 – Etosha NP (Namitomi)
We do a game drive to Namutoni. The
afternoon is spent to explore the area
through a game drive. Namibia's highly
renowned, premier game park is huge at
almost the size of Belgium and has some
excellent facilities. The whitewashed
ramparts of Namutoni’s old German fort,
were originally built to control and subdue the
Ovambo people, but now restored - are an
evocative reminder of Namibia’s past.
Namutoni also has a floodlit waterhole that
allows us to view game during the evening
and late into the night if we choose.
Lodge with multi-share bungalows, shared
bathrooms, kitchen, BBQ area and air
conditioning (BLD)

Day 17: Waterberg Plateau NP
After a morning game drive we leave the
Etosha behind and turn south to the
Waterberg. We spend the afternoon
exploring the park.
Camping; 1 night (BL)

Day 18: Windhoek
We leave, heading due south on a flat, well
surfaced road to Windhoek. On our journey
we cross the heartland of the Herero
speaking people and make a stop in
Okahandja where there are some excellent
wood carving markets after which a short
drive brings us to Windhoek. The afternoon
is free.
Lodge; 2 nights (B)

Day 19: Windhoek
Today is a free day to explore Windhoek on
your own, or to partake in some of the
activities that the game lodge has to offer. All
activities are optional.

Day 20: To Airport
After breakfast we transfer to the airport.
(B)

RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL
Since January 2003, Barefoot Safaris has
donated £10 for every person we take to
Zambia, to assist with the funding and
development of Chanyoli School. Parents
and school staff have recently fired 60,000
bricks and will begin building this year.
You may like to bring some books or school
equipment to assist this very deserving
project.
We also support the SOS Children's
Village, which you can visit in Lilongwe.
They would be most grateful for any
children's clothes or toys that you might
donate.

(BLD)

(B)
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Price Includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All transport on tour.
All meals as per itinerary.
All park entry fees.
All game viewing activities as per itinerary.
All armed scout fees as per itinerary.
All accommodation fees as per itinerary.
Tents and sleeping mattresses.
Safari equipment.
Reference library.
Deep freezer.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

natural colours i.e. beige, khaki, olive, etc, but
not army-style camouflage clothing).
A long-sleeved shirt is essential to protect
neck and arms while on game walks/drives.
Long trousers and socks for evenings.
Windproof/waterproof jacket.
Lightweight trail boots.
Trainers or sandals for relaxing.
Sunhat.
Swimming gear.
Warm mid layers i.e. fleece or jumper for cool
nights and early mornings
Cagoule if you are travelling during the rains.

Price Excludes:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equipment:

Airfare.
Visa fees.
Airport taxes.
Meals as per the itinerary.
Drinks.
Expenses of a personal nature.
Any changes to the itinerary.
Travel and medical insurance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NB: When camping everyone is expected help
with cooking, camp chores, loading and unloading
of the vehicle as well as making & breaking camp.

** Excursions: A qualified grade 1 safari guide
from Barefoot Safaris will accompany clients on all
excursions except where it is necessary to employ
a guide from local parks.

•
•
•
•

Climate: The Namibian climate varies from arid
and semi-arid to subtropical with fog sometimes
hugging the generally temperate desert coast
where the temperatures varies between 5°C and
20°C. The central, southern and coastal areas
constitute some of the most arid landscapes south
of the Sahara. The hottest months are January and
February, with average daytime temperatures
varying between 9°C to 30°C. During the winter
months stretching from May to September
minimum temperatures can fluctuate between –6°C
and 10°C at night rising to 20°C after 11:00 in the
morning. Frost occurs over large areas of the
country during winter, but in general winter days
are clear, cloudless and sunny.

Namibia: Holders of UK, USA, CAN, AUS, NZ, NL,
NOR, IRL passports do not require a visa.
However, since visa requirements can change, we
advise you to check with the relevant consulate.
This information is given in good faith, but may be
subject to change without warning. Please note
that, where appropriate, obtaining a valid visa is
ultimately your responsibility. Please consult a visa
agency or the consular authorities 4-6 weeks
before departure for the most up-to-date
information.

Vaccinations & Health Advice:
Vaccination requirements & other health advice can
change, so please check with a specialist travel
clinic for up to date information before you depart.
For useful advice you can visit The Medical
Advisory Service for Travellers Abroad
www.masta.org

Baggage:
•

•

One piece of main luggage only (max 12kg),
this should be a soft bag rather than a hard
suitcase, so it can be easily stowed and not
take up too much room in the vehicle or in the
tent. Space in the vehicle is restricted.
A day sack (large enough to carry your
camera, water bottle, & binoculars etc) is also
essential.

Nevertheless we recommend that you protect
yourselves against: Malaria, Hepatitis A, Polio,
Tetanus & Typhoid as a minimum.

NB: The Yellow Fever vaccination is compulsory if
travelling from or via an infected country.
accommodate any dietary requirements, the
availability of certain products is limited in Malawi
and Zambia. Any special dietary requirements
should be explained to us in writing at time of
booking. Gluten free flour should be brought with
you if required. Decaffeinated coffee should be
brought with you if required.

For comfort in the heat, lightweight cotton is
best. Brightly coloured clothing is not
appropriate for safari because it is easily seen
by animals and has the added discomfort of
attracting insects (wear muted tones in

Coffee/tea
Soft drink
Medium beer
Local snack lunch
3-course dinner*

UK£0.30
UK£0.40
UK£0.50
UK£3.00
UK£10.00

*reasonable mid-range tourist class restaurant.

Some or all of the excursions detailed below may
be available; others not listed may also be
available. Approximate per person costs are given
for guidance only, and may depend on the number
of participants. Your safari guide should be able to
assist you in arranging them.
Flight (over Sosussvlei from Swakopmund) UK£74.00
UK£65.00
Flight (over Fish River canyon)
Costs per person based on 5 passengers.

Tipping: For better or worse, tipping is an
accepted part of everyday life, and - although it is
always at your discretion - you will be expected to
tip to reward service. Your group leader will give
you an indication of when and how much is
appropriate. This can vary widely, but please allow
£25 per person for this tour.

Seasonal changes: Although all rooms
and tents that we use are protected with mosquito
netting; there will be insects and mosquitoes
about. The camps are essentially "al fresco" so you
should be prepared with insect repellent and
appropriate long sleeved/legged clothing.
Insects are attracted to lights at night and are
especially prevalent during the rainy season.
Switching the lights off and placing a hurricane
lamp a distance from you will remove the problem.
The evenings and mornings will be chilly from
about June to August; so it is advisable to take a
light sweater or fleece. The Highlands in Malawi
has a much cooler climate, so if you are visiting
these areas warmer clothes will be required during
these months.

Currency: Namibian dollar. The Namibian
dollar is pegged to the South African Rand and
(and can be used interchangeably). GBP and USD
can be exchanged with ease in major towns and
tourist centres, but opportunities to change money
are limited elsewhere. Travellers cheques are
advisable for security, although it may be useful to
have some cash in small denomination (SA Rand
available in UK) to cover incidental expenses.
NB: Pre 1990 US$ dollar bills are not accepted in
most African countries.

Food: Although every effort will be made to

Clothing and Footwear:
•

Basic personal first aid kit
Any prescription drugs required
Female sanitary products
Malaria prophylaxis

Visas and Permits:

Overall Namibia is a summer rainfall area, with
limited showers occurring from October and
building up to peak in January and February

7 evening meals are included. You must pay for all
other meals yourself (you can eat very well for £20
a day). Approximate costs are given for guidance
only, and may vary widely according to location and
type of establishment.

Optional excursions:

Sleeping bag (2/3 season; possibly 3 season
in winter months).
A laundry service may be available in some
hotels, but we recommend you take
biodegradable travel detergent
Torch (Head torch is ideal)
Water bottle
Sunglasses, sunscreen and lip salve
Insect repellent
Binoculars
Dust can be a problem for cameras; take a
dustproof bag

Medicine:

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Local Costs: 18 Breakfasts, 14 lunches and

Airport Tax: Please check with your airline
as to whether or not airport tax is charged at
departure from Windhoek.

CLIMATE CHART
Namibia: Windhoek
Temp: Average Daily Max/Min
(ºC)
Rain: Average Monthly (mm)
Relative Humidity (%)
Namibia: Swakopmund
Temp: Average Daily Max/Min
(ºC)
Rain: Average Monthly (mm)
Relative Humidity (%)
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